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Paper-based microfluidics and sensors have attracted great attention. Although a large number of
paper-based devices have been developed, surprisingly there are only a few studies investigating
paper actuators. To fulfill the requirements for the integration of both sensors and actuators into
paper, this work presents an unprecedented platform which utilizes ferromagnetic particles for
actuation and graphite for motion monitoring. The use of the integrated mechanical sensing element eliminates the reliance on image processing for motion detection and also allows real-time
measurements of the dynamic response in paper-based actuators. The proposed platform can also
be quickly fabricated using a simple process, indicating its potential for controllable paper-based
lab on chip. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4979701]

Paper is a low cost and ubiquitous material that possesses
various unique properties such as the ability to transport liquid, bio-compatibility, and biodegradability.1,2 The lightness,
flexibility, and specially worldwide availability also make
paper a preferable choice for low-cost, portable, wearable,
and printable electronics.3–5 Utilizing these advantages, many
paper-based applications have been developed including fuel
cells, touching sensors, gas sensors, and microfluidics.6–11
For instance, in the previous studies, we have demonstrated
the use of porous paper as the substrate for wearable heaters
as well as highly sensitive temperature sensors.12–14 Paper
has also been utilized as a low cost platform for the development of 3D scaffolds for cell growth and medical diagnostics
devices.15–19 Not only under research phase, numerous paperbased applications can be found in the market such as urine
test strips and pregnancy test kits.20,21
In addition to paper-based sensors, it is desirable to have
paper-based electrically controllable actuators as well because
the prospect offers advantages such as the ability to manipulate the fluidic flow and to enable paper assembly. Whitesides
group has recently pioneered in electro thermal paper actuators that can be controlled using thermal expansion of printed
Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT).22 However, the
high temperature of nearly 100  C required for the actuator
could prevent it from niche applications that typically operate
at room temperature. Additionally, to measure the motion of
the actuator, a typical camera and image processing are
required, which could make the system bulky and complex.22,23 Consequently, a paper actuator with an integrated
motion-sensing element is of interest to make it low-cost,
compact, and electrically controllable.
This work presents the development of a self-sensing
paper-based magnetic-actuator. The actuating component of
the device was formed by employing nanoferromagnetic particles absorbed into porous paper. A graphite layer was used
to create the mechanical sensing element for the paper-based
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actuator. For the proof of concept, a cantilever-type device
was fabricated using a clean-room free process, demonstrating the actuating and self-sensing functions integrated in a
single paper-based device.
Figure 1 shows the concept of the proposed structure,
which consists of (i) nanoferromagnetic particles for actuation
and (ii) a graphite trace for deflection measurement. Ferro
nanoparticles and a graphite trace are deposited on a typical
printing paper through diffusion and mechanical friction,
respectively. The actuator is driven by applying an external
magnetic field generated from a permanent magnet or an electromagnet. Under the magnetic field, the ferro particles are
attracted toward high magnetic potential, thus pulling the paper
where these particles are embedded onto. In addition, the magnitude of actuation (e.g., elongation or deflection) can be controlled by changing the magnetic field. The motion detecting
component is made of a graphite trace drawn on the paper. The
deflection of the actuator results in a mechanical strain on the
top surface of the paper, which changes the resistance of the
graphite layer following its piezoresistive effect. Consequently,
by measuring the resistance change of the graphite layer, the
position as well as the speed of the actuator can be obtained.
Therefore, the integration of the magnetically active ferro
nanoparticles and strain-sensitive graphite allows the development of self-sensing paper-based actuators possible.
Figure 2 shows the fabrication process of the paperbased actuator. Starting from an A4 paper sheet (TMStaples)
with a thickness of 110 lm, paper actuators are patterned
into designed structures such as cantilevers, springs, and/or
spirals using a laser cutter TMSpeedy300 (step 1). The patterned paper is then dipped into a ferro fluid (TMEMG 707)
for 30 s, allowing ferromagnetic nanoparticles to be deposited onto the porous networks of cellulose fibers (step 2).
The volume concentration of ferromagnetic particles (Cff) in
EMG 707 was 2%, and the magnetic susceptibility of the
fluid (Xff) was 1.51. Subsequently, the dipped samples are
dried out, using a hot plate at 60  C for 120 s, leaving the ferromagnetic particle on the paper (step 3). A graphite trace is
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FIG. 1. Concept of the sensing integrated paper-based actuator. The device
is actuated by the magnetic pulling
force, while its displacement is obtained
based on the piezoresistance of a graphite layer deposited on the surface of
paper.

then hand-drawn on the paper, forming the strain sensing element for the actuator (step 4). We chose a 5B grade pencil
(TMFaber-Castell) to create the graphite trace as it offers a
high content of graphite of approximately 82 wt. %, thus providing a relatively large electrical conductivity. Electrical
contact and wiring were then created using highly conductive silver epoxy (TMRS Components 1863616).
We initially characterized the piezoresistive effect of
graphite trace for the subsequent motion sensing. The properties of graphite trace were investigated using the Raman
scattering measurements (TMRenishaw inVia Raman microscope 514 nm), Fig. 3(a). Evidently, three prominent peaks at
1350, 1580, and 2725 cm1 were observed, which correspond to the D, G, and 2D bands, respectively. Furthermore,
the average grain size (L) of the graphite material can be estimated from the integrated intensities of the D and G bands
reported by Cancado et al.:24 L ¼ 2.4  1010  A4  (ID/
IG)1, where k is the wavelength of the laser source in the
Raman measurement and ID/IG is the ratio between the intensities of the D and G bands. Accordingly, the crystalline
grain-size of the graphite trace was approximately 45 nm.
The mechanical properties of the paper were characterized using the bending beam method.25 For the sake of simplicity, a rectangular-shaped paper cantilever with dimensions
of 40 mm  15 mm  0.11 mm was utilized in this experiment. The cantilever was fixed at one end using an acrylic
clamp, while the other end was deflected. The deflection
of the cantilever was measured using a 3-dimensional micromanipulator (TMCascade Microtech PH110). The applied
force was measured using a precise electronic scale (TMAND
FX300i) (detailed in the supplementary material). The

FIG. 2. Fabrication process of a self-sensing paper-based actuator.

relationship between the Young’s modulus (E) and the deflection (d) of a paper cantilever is
E¼

4Fl3
;
wh3 d

(1)

where l, w, and h are the length, width, and thickness of the
paper cantilever, respectively. Figure 3(b) shows the relationship between the applied force and the deflection of the
paper cantilever. Accordingly, the Young’s modulus of the
paper was found to be 3.2 GPa, which is in agreement with
other results.26,27
Next, the magnitude of the piezoresistive effect in the
as-fabricated graphite trace was investigated by monitoring
its resistance change under mechanical impacts. A schematic
sketch of the self-sensing cantilever used in this experiment
is shown in Fig. 3(c), where the graphite trace was formed at
the supporting hinges. The deflection at the free end of the
cantilever was applied and measured using the aforementioned micro-manipulator. The resistance change of the
graphite trace was converted into an output voltage using a
Wheatstone bridge and a voltage amplifier (TMAD623),28
Fig. 3(c). Figure 3(d) presents the output of the graphite resistor under a mechanical load at the free end of the cantilever.
Accordingly, when the cantilever is deflected 2 mm downward, a relatively large voltage of 2.5 V was observed. The
output voltage then returned to almost 0 when the applied
force was completely removed. The relative resistance

FIG. 3. Characterization of the piezoresistive effect in graphite on paper. (a)
The Raman spectroscopy of 5B graphite; (b) Young’s modulus measurement
of paper; (c) The resistance- to-voltage converting circuit; and (d) The output voltage of graphite piezoresistor under applied forces.
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change (DR/R) of graphite was derived from the output voltage:29 DR/R ¼ (4DV/Vin)/G, where Vin ¼ 5 V was the input
voltage and G ¼ 400 was the amplified gain. The gauge factor
of the piezoresistance in graphite is quantified as: GF ¼ (DR/
R)/e, where e was the applied strain, which was estimated
using the Finite element analysis (FEA) simulation. It should
also be pointed out that the Young’s modulus of the paper
with the graphite trace drawn on its surface was found to
be almost the same as that of the initial material (i.e.,
E ¼ 3.2 GPa). This result is reasonable since the graphite trace
was only deposited on the top surface of paper. Therefore,
from Fig. 3, the gauge factor of 5B graphite was found to be
approximately 10. The long term stability of the graphite sensors was characterized by applying the bending test for 1000
cycles, indicating an excellent stability with a small deviation
of below 2% (detailed in the supplementary material).
The piezoresistive effect in the graphite trace is considered to be caused by the change in grain distance under
mechanical strain. The relationship between the resistance of
graphite and tunneling distance (t) is R(t) / ebt, where b is a
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function of the potential height and t is the distance between
graphite grains.30,31 The tunneling distance between graphite
grains is changed to (t þ dt) under applying strain, resulting
in a change in the tunneling resistance: R(t þ Dt) / eb(tþdt).
Using this numerical analysis, the gauge factor of 5B graphite was estimated to be within 10–15, which was in solid
agreement with our experimental data.30 Based on the piezoresistive effect of the graphite trace, it is possible to obtain
the position of the paper actuator by monitoring the response
of the graphite resistor under actuation.
Figure 4 presents the demonstration of magnetic paper
actuators with the integrated strain sensing element. The cellulose network of a typical A4 paper was clearly observed
using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In addition, it is
also evident from the SEM images that magnetic nanoparticles are placed in the porous areas between the cellulose
fibers, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Furthermore, since paper is a
flexible material that can be easily deflected and folded, it is
possible to fabricate magnetic paper actuators with a high
degree of freedom. A demonstration of magnetic paper

FIG. 4. Demonstration of the paper-based actuator driven by magnetic force and sensed by the piezoresistive effect. (a) SEM images of an A4 paper (left) and
magnetized paper (middle and right); (b) Photograph of the as-fabricated paper actuator and its deflection under external magnetic field. (c) Displacement measurement of the self-sensing paper actuator utilizing the piezoresistive effect in the graphite layer drawn on the hinges (Inset: The relationship between the
applied current and the magnetic field density B); and (d) Measurement of the resonant frequency of the cantilever actuator using the piezoresistance of graphite (left: output voltage plotted in time-domain; middle: Fourier transform; and right: FEA simulation).
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actuators with different types of motions is presented in the
supplementary material.
Figure 4(b) presents the photographs of a cantilevershaped self-sensing actuator with strain sensing element
integrated into its hinge parts. The deflection of the
cantilever-shaped actuator under applied magnetic field can
also be clearly observed. Figure 4(c) shows the performance
of the cantilever-shaped actuator. To actuate this cantilevershaped paper actuator, a magnetic field generated from a
home-built electromagnetic coil was employed. The magnitude of the magnetic field could be controlled by modifying
the current applied to the coil, thus changing the pullingforce exerting on the ferromagnetic particles, Fig. 4(d) Inset.
Employing the piezoresistance of graphite from the previous
experiment, the deflection of a cantilever actuator is plotted
in Fig. 4(d). Accordingly, increasing the external magnetic
strength results in a larger displacement of the paper actuator.
The actuator also returned to its initial position when the
external magnetic field is switched off. Since both actuating
and position-sensing mechanisms are based on electrically
driven-systems, no optical measurement setup is required,
making our proposed structure suitable for fully electrically
controllable paper-based devices. The relationship between
applied magnetic field and the displacement of the actuator
also allows a quantitative estimation of the density of the ferromagnetic particles absorbed into paper. The magnetic susceptibility of a nanoferro particle (vp) can be assumed as:32
vp ¼ vff/Cff ¼ 1.51/2% ¼ 75. The magnetic force exerted on
each nanomagnetic particle is33
Fp ¼ l0 Vp ðMp  rHa Þ;

(2)

where l0 ¼ 4p  10–7 H/m is the magnetic constant, Vp ¼ (4/
3)pr3 is the volume of a particle with a radius of r ¼ 5 nm,
Mp ¼ vpHa/(1 þ vp/3) is the magnetization of a particle, and
Ha is the applied magnetic field strength. Consequently, the
driving magnetic force (F) of the cantilever actuator is (supplementary material)
F ¼ Np VFp ;

(3)

where Np is the density of the magnetic particles and
V ¼ W  H  L is the volume of paper that absorbs the nanomagnetic particles (W, H, and L are the width, thickness, and
length of the square area of the fabricated magnetic actuator,
respectively). Consequently, from Fig. 4 and Eqs. (2) and
(3), the magnetic particle concentration was found to be
Np ¼ 2.65  1017 cm 3. This density of nanoparticles is considerably high owing to the nature of porous paper which
allows the particles to diffuse deeply into the paper.
Furthermore, the use of electrical measurement (i.e., the
piezoresistive effect in graphite) also allows real time monitoring of the dynamic motion of the paper-based actuator,
without the need for a complicated optical system and postimage processing. Figure 4(d) shows a damped vibration of
the magnetic paper actuator. An impulse magnetic field was
applied, causing the cantilever to deflect. Once the magnetic
field is switched off, the cantilever actuator keeps vibrating
due to the energy stored in the spring. From the response of
the graphite trace, the resonance frequency of the cantilever

was obtained using the Fourier transform. Accordingly,
the resonant frequency of the cantilever was found to be
11.6 Hz. This result was consistent with the FEA frequency
estimation shown in Fig. 4(d), in which the Young’s modulus
of magnetized paper was set at 3.4 GPa, the Poisson’s ratio
of the paper was 0.2, and the mass densities of the initial
paper and magnetized paper were 800 kg/m3, and 850 kg/m3,
respectively.34 This capability of measuring dynamic
response can be utilized to develop a wide range of paperbased mechanical sensors including mass detections and
flow sensors.
In conclusion, we developed cost-effective paper actuators where ferromagnetic nanoparticles and graphite trace
can be easily trapped on papers using extremely simple techniques such as dipping and drawing. The actuating force can
be controlled by modifying the applied magnetic field, while
the deflection of the actuator can be measured using the piezoresistance of graphite, demonstrating the electrically controllable capability in the fabricated paper-based actuator.
The proposed platform shows its potential for fully integrated paper-based microfluidics and soft robotics.
See supplementary material for the experimental setup
for Young’s modulus measurement of paper in Fig. 3, the
experimental data of long term stability test of graphite piezoresistors, the demonstration with magnetic actuators with
different shapes, and the derivation of Eq. (3).
This work was performed in part at the Queensland
node of the Australian National Fabrication Facility, a
company established under the National Collaborative
Research Infrastructure Strategy to provide nano- and microfabrication facilities for Australia’s researchers.
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